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President’s Message 
 

Hello everyone! As summertime hits midstream we are 
beginning a new year with HFMA. There are so many 
challenges in our industry and HFMA is a wonderful association 
to help all of us deal with these as they arrive. I am entering the 
second year of a two-year term as the President of NW Ohio. I 
have to say the last one was full of excitement, enlightenment 
and opportunities that I couldn’t have gotten doing anything 
else. It is extremely rewarding to both participate and help lead 
our membership and sponsorship for the NW Ohio Chapter. 
 

The 2014-15 fiscal year was a complete success for our chapter. 
We were able to meet or exceed 100% of the goals/metrics set 
both by national and by our board and budgetary process. I 
wanted to take this opportunity to say thank you to my fellow 
leaders within our chapter. After spending the last seven years 
in some type of leadership role, I have to say this particular 
group of leaders showed amazing resolve and grit as we were 
able to be the only chapter in Region 6 to meet or exceed 100% 
of the metrics. We did so when statistically speaking it seemed 
impossible to accomplish. Hospitals are tightening their purse 
strings which can lead to declines in membership dues being 
paid. Professionals are wearing more “hats” than ever before 
which limits their ability to attend education sessions or to 
participate. Vendors are more cost conscious and sponsorship 
dollars are not as easily distributed. These were all messages 
we were hearing at national meetings, on regional conference 
calls, or simply in the news and publications.  
 

Knowing all of this and refusing to succumb to the challenge of 
the challenges is the main reason I am so proud of our team, 
membership and business partners. We did not let it inhibit us. 
We increased our membership totals, we had the highest 
member satisfaction scores in the region, we exceeded our 
educational hours, we were able to meet the certified member 
metric, and we set new standards in sponsorship dollars and 
numbers of business partnerships.  
 

The NW Ohio Chapter received two Yerger awards this year for 
outstanding performance in member services and outstanding 
performance for education. We also received the Bronze Award 
of Excellence for Education and the Platinum Award of 
Excellence for membership growth and retention. All of you 
reading this helped us as members, business partners, 
educational session attendees or chapter leaders. Please pat 
yourselves on the back and believe me when I send this 
heartfelt, Thank You! Leaders are only as good as the people 
they surround themselves with and the NW Ohio Chapter  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
has been surrounded with healthcare professional excellence 
for as long as I’ve been able to attend meetings. We are a 
consistent achiever while being able to provide the items that 
our membership and communities in healthcare finance look to 
us to provide. 
 

I look forward to more continued successes and growth. I’m 
excited to see our long term members staying involved and our 
newer members getting excited about carrying the torch for 
our chapter as the years roll along. This year there are the 
challenges related to ICD-10, 501-R, numerous changes in the 
way we handle charity and bad debt. Reimbursement 
challenges abound. Our industry is consistently asked to 
provide more for less. Upcoming is the beginning of healthcare 
system debating as we enter the 18 month swing of an election 
period in Washington. All of these items are reasons for us to 
lose sleep, work long days and nights and look for any edge we 
can get to help our particular industry employer be successful. 
HFMA is a wonderful assistant for us in this arena. 
 

At ANI the National leadership spelled out the three circles of 
success which include Providers, Physicians and Payers all 
connecting to insure that the industry can thrive in the face of 
adversity and partner together to achieve our missions of 
healing. Our slogan as an association this year is, “Go Beyond!” 
I don’t think the HFMA team of NW Ohio has to look very far to 
find people in the industry more willing to do that than we are. 
Thanks again for all you did to make us successful this past 
year. Thanks in advance for all I know you’ll do to insure the 
same this year. I look forward to seeing you at our events, our 
educational sessions and as our paths cross in the industry. 
 

Go Beyond! 
 

Joe Williford 
President of NW Ohio 
Chapter

July 27, 2015 



HFMA Chapter Leadership  2015-2016 
 
 

Officers 
Past President: Hayley Studer, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7576, 
   Hayley.Studer@promedica.org 
President: Joe Williford, Wood County Hospital, Bowling Green, 419-354-8911, 
   willifordj@woodcountyhospital.org 
President-Elect: Diane Blake, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7279, 
   Diane.Blake@promedica.org  
Treasurer:Rachel Herman, The Bellevue Hospital, Bellevue, 419-483-4040 ext 4204 
   rherman@bellevuehospital.com 
Secretary:Rich Bame, Fulton County Health Center, Wauseon, 419-330-2624  
   rbame@fulhealth.org  
 
 

Board Members  
Kim McClure: ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7225,  Kim.McClure@ProMedica.org 
Amy Gill: Mercy Health, Toledo, 513-401-0612, amgill@mercy.com 
Dan Moncher: Firelands Regional Medical Center, Sandusky, 419-557-7793, MoncheD@firelands.com 
 
 

Chairpersons 
Co-Certification,  
Todd Howell: Seneca Medical, Inc., Tiffin, 419-455-2153 ext. 2153, thowell@senecamedical.com 
Nicole Short: ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7292, Nicole.Short@ProMedica.org 
Co-Program 
Lisa Bloomfield: Credit Adjustments, Inc., Defiance, 419-782-3709, lisa.bloomfield@credit-adjustments.com  
Andrew Riggs: Promedica, Toledo, 419-291-3866, Andrew.Riggs@ProMedica.org 
Membership 
Kevin Kornowa: Huntington Bank, Toledo, 419-249-4985, Kevin.Kornowa@huntington.com 
Co-Sponsorship 
Joe Williford: Wood County Hospital, Bowling Green, 419-354-8911, willifordj@woodcountyhospital.org 
Andrew Baney: Wood County Hospital, Bowling Green, 419-354-8911, baneya@woodcountyhospital.org  
Newsletter 
Amy Gill: Mercy Health, Toledo, 513-401-0612, amgill@mercy.com  
Co-Website 
Lindsay Stevenson: ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-9001, Lindsay.stevenson@promedica.org 
Dan Macke: ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7227, Daniel.Macke@ProMedica.org 
Co-Social: 
Derrick Beczynski, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7323, derrick.beczynski@promedica.org 
Andrew Hageman, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7383, Andrew.hageman@promedica.org 
 

 
Check out the Northwest Ohio Chapter website at nwohiohfma.org 

 
Connect with us on social media! Be sure to like, follow and share!
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Amy Gill, Newsletter Chair 
 

The 2015 Leadership Training Conference started on 
Sunday April 26 with a general session that began 
with HFMA’s President and CEO Joseph Fifer. Joe 
spoke to the group about the many changes 
occurring in the healthcare industry. These changes 
have to be supported by the local chapters as we 
move forward. For example, as CMS moves toward 
Value Based, chapters have to be ready to provide 
support and education.  
 

HFMA recognizes that things are changing not only in 
healthcare but also with the dynamic of the local 
chapters so National is rolling out HFMA Chapters 2.0 
to transform the membership experience. HFMA is a 
National organization but for Chapter Members it is 
local. We need to make changes that inspire our 
members. 
 

Joe wrapped up his speech by introducing the  
2015-2016 HFMA Chair, Melinda Hancock. 
 

Melinda Hancock is a Fellow HFMA, CPA and a 
partner at Dixon Hughes 
Goodman, LLP. Melinda is a 
member of the Virginia-
Washington DC Chapter. Her 
Chair logo is Go Beyond. We 
have to go beyond our 
traditional boundaries. We 
cannot continue to keep 
doing things the way we 
always have and expect 
different results. One has to 
go beyond current 
experiences by going outside 
our comfort zone for the 
benefit of our community. 

Melinda believes you must have Faith. Faith is daring 
the soul to “Go Beyond” what our eyes can see. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
What God created you for goes way beyond your 
expectations. Melinda quoted John Locke, “No one’s 
knowledge can go beyond their experience”.  
The rest of Sunday was filled with various breakout 
sessions were Chapter leaders could decide the path 
that was right 
for them. 
Following the 
sessions for 
the day, 
Northwest 
Ohio Chapter 
leaders and 
their spouses 
had a Mexican 
dinner on the 
San Antonio River Walk. 
 

Monday morning started out with yet another 
outstanding motivation speaker that National 
brought in for LTC. Cary Mullen, two-time Olympian 
and World Cup Downhill Ski Champion, presented 
Lunging Forward. Cary stated that by keeping your 
dream alive, you keep believing. For him it was 
keeping that dream alive that has gotten him through 
life. Cary shared with us that when he was about six 
his father asked him where his first pair of ski boots 
were. He replied “they are in the basement, why?” 
His Dad wanted to give them to a little boy down the 
street that was just learning to ski. Cary said okay but 
asked if they could get them back. Dad curious asked 
him why he wanted them back. Cary stated that 
because some day they may want his first ski boot for 
the Hall of Fame.  

Continued on page 4 
 

http://www.nwohiohfma.org/site/files/343/158847/522229/740066/Go_Beyond_by_2015-2016_HFMA_Chair.pdf
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Leadership Training Conference continued 
 
The dream has kept him driving forward no matter if 
it was heading down the ski slope at 97 miles per 
hour, writing his book “HOW to WIN” or developing 
an amazing Oceanfront Resort “Vivo Resorts”. 
 
Cary shared with us his 5 Winning Secrets: 

 
The process for success is to keep your focus. You see 
an area you need to improve, focus on that area. Stay 
focused on being prepared, executing, assessing and 
rejuvenate. Throughout his training Cary would 
retrain and recondition for every race. Maybe he 
would have to face a fear so that he would react 
differently on the slope or try a new approach. 
Success also occurs when you work as a team.  
 
Following Cary Mullen’s outstanding speech chapter 
leaders attended more breakout session followed by 
Chapter planning by the pool. That evening everyone 
enjoyed a wonderful dinner at the top of San 
Antonio’s 
Tower of the 
America’s, 
which stands  
750 feet 
looking out 
to wonderful 
evening 
views of San 
Antonio. 

 
 

Webinars 
 

Learn about timely healthcare finance 
topics and earn CPEs. Most live webinars 
are free for HFMA members and $99 for 
non-members, unless otherwise noted.  

Become a member today. 
 

August 11 

 
2016 Proposed Rule 
Changes  
to the Outpatient and 
Ambulatory Service 
Center Payment Systems 
 

August 26 

 
How Providers Can 
Simultaneously Reduce 
Expenses, Improve 
Operations, and Increase 
Revenue 
 

August 27 

 
Revealing Productivity 
Performance to Drive 
Financial Improvements 
 

September 9 

 
Aligning Physicians to 
Improve 
Reimbursement, Reduce 
Denials, and Enhance 
Regulatory Compliance 
 

September 15 

 
Overview of MACRA 
Legislation: How the SGR 
Repeal and New  
Merit-Based Incentive 
Payment System Will 
Impact Physician 
Payments  
 

http://www.hfma.org/benefits/
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610122&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32142&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610122&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32142&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610122&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32142&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610122&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32142&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610122&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32142&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610123&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32132&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610123&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32132&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610123&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32132&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610123&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32132&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610123&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32132&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610124&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32145&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610124&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32145&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610124&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32145&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610125&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32157&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610125&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32157&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610125&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32157&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610125&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32157&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610125&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32157&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610126&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32175&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610126&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32175&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610126&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32175&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610126&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32175&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610126&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32175&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610126&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32175&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
http://www.mmsend98.com/link.cfm?r=2012327542&sid=78610126&m=10249073&u=HFMA&j=28851858&s=http://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=32175&utm_source=Real%20Magnet&utm_medium=INSERT_CHANNEL&utm_campaign=INSERT_LINK_ID
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Toledo Mud Hens Event  
On Saturday, June 6th, over 70 HFMA members, friends and family were 
part of a record crowd at Fifth Third Field as the Toledo Mud Hens hosted 
the Columbus Clippers. It was “Jurassic Park” night at the ballpark, former 
Cy Young award winner Justin Verlander was on the mound, and fireworks 
were scheduled following the game – what more could you ask for?  
 

It was no surprise who the star of the show was. Most of the packed 
crowd was there to see Justin Verlander make his final rehab start before 
rejoining the Detroit Tigers. Verlander did not disappoint. He turned in a 
solid outing, going 5 2/3 innings allowing 1 run and striking out 9. Even 
with Verlander’s effort, the Mud Hens lost the game 6-1.  
 

Following the game, most of the crowd stuck around to watch a firework display over the Toledo skyline. 
We would like to offer a special thank you to Plante & Moran, PLLC for sponsoring this event. In addition, 
we would like to thank our members, all of our other sponsors, and chapter leaders for their commitment 
to making our chapter a huge success.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SAVE THE DATES 
Northwest Ohio HFMA Educational Meetings for 2015-2016 

Aug. 20, 2015 Transformation of Healthcare and Accounting Changes 
Sept. 17, 2015 MAP Keys & Benchmarking Strategies 
Oct. 15, 2015 Cyber Protection & Compliance Strategies 
Nov. 12, 2015 What’s Going On In NW Ohio/Leadership Panel 
Jan. 21, 2016 Medicare Updates with Charles 

Feb. 18 and 19, 2016 Cost Report Seminar 
March 17, 2016 March Madness 
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Changes to HFMA’s CHFP Certification Program 
HFMA’s strategic vision characterizes the current healthcare business environment as the transformation of 
care to achieve value. Providers, physicians, and payers are all confronted with new business challenges. The 
nature of the business environment and its impact on industry stakeholders supply both the demand for and 
elements of a new approach to the CHFP. 
 

New CHFP program features 
• A learning program designed to build comprehensive industry understanding and sharpen business skills; 
• Two-module structure: 1. Achieving Strategy: the Business of Healthcare 2. Operational Excellence: 

Healthcare Industry Stakeholder’s Business Challenges; 
• CHFP designation earned by successful completion of both modules; 
• Online study materials created specifically to assist in mastering the business content. 

Why is the certification program changing? 
The healthcare reform environment has caused the industry’s key stakeholders—providers, payers and 
physicians—to fundamentally rethink existing business models. Care transformation is business transformation. 
The necessary success factor for finance professionals today: Change-oriented business acumen. The existing 
certification program focuses narrowly on applied finance and financial reporting and does not address the 
business environment. 
 

CHFP Program Important Dates: 
 April 30, 2015 - Current CHFP exam registration ends 

• You may register for the current CHFP exam prior to April 30. You have one year from the date of 
registration to schedule your exam. For example; if you register in March 2015 you will have until March 
2016 to schedule your exam. Also, if you need to retake the exam, the current exam will be available to 
you for as long as you need (based on current registration, scheduling, and retake policy).  

 May 1, 2015 - New CHFP program pre-registration available 
• Pre-registration allows interested members to email HFMA. HFMA will email members as soon as the 

link to purchase and more information about the new program is available.  
 June, 2015 - New CHFP program registration available.                              
 

CHFP Program - Transition Groups 
 For members who are currently pursuing certification and have begun actively preparing for the exam, or 

have been through a chapter certification webinar series or practicum study group, HFMA encourages 
continuing with the current process. 
 

Current CHFP candidates can choose, at no additional cost, either to continue the traditional CHFP program or 
to wait until June 2015 to pursue the revised certification. These options are open to those who have:  
• Purchased the self-study course since January 2014, whether they have completed it or not. 
• Registered and paid for the CHFP exam via Castle since February 2014 (but not yet scheduled). 
• Registered, paid for, and scheduled the CHFP exam via Castle since February 2014 (but not yet taken). 
Note: Members who may have been unsuccessful and are waiting to retake the current CHFP examination are 
not eligible. 
 

Candidates must choose one of these options by April 30, 2015 and notify Career Services 
at careerservices@hfma.org. HFMA will provide the complete revised CHFP program (Modules 1 and 2) at no 
cost to all those who have purchased the CHFP self-study course and/or registered for the exam, as outlined 
above.  
 

 For members interested in certification who have not yet begun preparing, HFMA encourages that 
they wait and use the new materials available in summer 2015 to prepare for the new CHFP.  
 

Questions? Please contact careerservices@hfma.org or call 800-252-4362 and ask for career services. 
 

mailto:careerservices@hfma.org
mailto:careerservices@hfma.org
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Welcome to the Northwest Ohio HFMA Chapter! 
 

Jenee Seibert   Nicholas Brillhart   Beverly Dowling  
Director of Finance  Administrative Assistant  FHFMA  
Fulton County Health Center University of Toledo Medical Center CPA 
jseibert@fulhealth.org  Nicholas.Brillhart@utoledo.edu beverlycdowling@hotmail.com 

GET CONNECTED at HFMA’s  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE 

 

Getting connected was the theme of this year’s Annual National Institute (ANI) 
held in sunny Orlando Florida. It was my first time attending and I was 
pleasantly surprised at how large of a production ANI is. There were 
educational sessions offered to help us “connect the dots” on today’s big 
issues such as Business Intelligence, Data and Analytics, Regulatory and 
Compliance updates, Clinical Integration, Payment Trends, Revenue Cycle, Cost 
Management, Finance updates and Capital updates. This venue also offers the 
invaluable ability to network with colleagues and friends nationwide. 
 
The opening keynote Speaker was Dan Heath, Founder of Change Academy and best-selling co-author of Made 
to Stick, Switch, and Decisive spoke about how to change things when change is hard. Heath said, “Although 
healthcare finance leaders spend most of their time trying to fix problems and put out fires, they would achieve 
more by focusing on who in their organization is succeeding.” He calls these “bright spots” which are people or 
entities performing the best among their peers. Learn from them to produce long-term fixes in your organization 
no matter how small. “Once a solution is found it can be spread quickly to tremendous effect.” 
 

Melinda Hancock, 2015 HFMA Chair calls on HealthCare 
Leaders to “Go Beyond” the boundaries of their day-to-day 
responsibilities and lead change. “This challenge takes on even 
greater significance as our experiences increasingly lead us 
from the volume-based system we know to the value-based 
system that is taking shape.” The road ahead is not a straight 
line but an uneven path, Hancock said. New models and many 
more experiments will challenge finance leaders to find new 
ways to lead through a long period of transition. Melinda is a 

very motivating speaker and her message really makes me think about my daily 
interactions with others and how I can “go beyond” to help someone and by doing so 
gain knowledge and experience. Knowledge is power so it becomes a win-win. 
 

I also attended the Annual Chapter Awards Dinner where Northwest Ohio won three 
awards, Award of Excellence for Membership Growth and Retention Platinum, Sister 
Mary Gerald Bronze Award of Excellence for Education and Region 6 won a multi-
chapter Helen M. Yerger Special Recognition Award for Webinar Series. I am very 
proud to be part of Northwest Ohio as I know how hard everyone worked to have 
such a successful year. Great job everyone! 
 
Diane Blake 
2015-2016 Northwest Ohio HFMA, President-Elect
 

mailto:jseibert@fulhealth.org
mailto:Nicholas.Brillhart@utoledo.edu
mailto:beverlycdowling@hotmail.com
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Customer reviews have become a powerful force in recent 
years, as everything from apartments to restaurants have 
seen the success of their business affected by online 
comments and ratings. With the introduction of its new star 
rating system, the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ 
(CMS) Hospital Compare database now offers consumers a 
way to assess hospitals based on patient reviews. Some, 
however, are already suggesting the system needs 
revamping to include other quality measurements in 
addition to patient survey responses.  
 

Hospital Compare and the HCAHPS 
Choosing a doctor or hospital is no easy task. For years, 
patients have searched for useful tools that would allow 
them to compare hospitals and services to help ensure they 
are making the best decision. Originally established in 2002, 
Hospital Compare is a consumer-oriented website that 
allows prospective patients to compare hospitals in regard to 
the following categories: 
 

• Patient survey results. 
• Timely and effective care. 
• Readmissions, complications and deaths. 
• Use of medical imaging. 
• Linking quality to payment. 
• Medicare volume. 
 

The first category mentioned above, patient survey results, 
provides information from the Hospital Consumer 
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) 
survey. The HCAHPS survey set the national standard in 2006 
when it began collecting and publicly reporting data to allow 
comparisons of hospitals in local markets and across the 
country. In addition to compiling and reporting data for 
thoughtful consideration in the comparison of hospitals, the 
survey hopes to establish incentives to improve quality of 
care and increase the return value of public investment.  
 

The survey consists of 27 questions and is administered to 
random sample groups of patients within six weeks of 
discharge. The survey is geared to produce results on how 
the patients viewed their communication with the medical 
staff, cleanliness of the facility, information on medication 
and discharge, and if they would recommend the hospital. 
By collecting this information and making it available to the 
public, the HCAHPS survey hopes to enhance hospitals’ 
accountability by increasing the transparency of the  
quality of care. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The HCAHPS survey is currently being used in the Hospital 
Value-Based Purchasing (VBP) program created by the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA). With the VBP program, Medicare 
now has a payment system in place that takes a pay-for-
performance approach. The Hospital VBP program adjusts 
payments based on their total performance score that is 
comprised of four domains: 
 

• Clinical process of care 
• Patient experience of care 
• Outcome 
• Efficiency 
 

The HCAHPS survey is used when calculating the patient 
experience of care domain score, which is weighted as 30% 
of the total performance score. As a result, board members 
and hospital executives have increasingly begun 
implementing new plans and procedures to improve their 
HCAHPS survey score to ensure better reimbursement rates 
from Medicare. This, in essence, has given hospitals a bit of a 
head start in implementing policies that can improve their 
star rating in the new system, as that system is based on 
HCAHPS survey results.  
 

Five-Star Rating System 
With the introduction of the Hospital Compare star rating 
system in April of 2015, CMS now has a five-star ranking 
method in place for the public to view and compare the 
quality of care between hospitals. Hospital Compare has 
information about the quality of care at over 4,000 
Medicare-certified hospitals, including acute care hospitals, 
critical access hospitals, children’s hospitals, Veterans Affairs 
(VA) medical centers and hospital outpatient departments. 
The star ratings, with one star being the lowest and five stars 
being the highest, are based on an average of the hospitals’ 
performance on each of the 11 publicly reported measures 
from the HCACPS survey.  
 

The first results of the five-star rating system were released 
this past April, with CMS planning to release updated ratings 
every quarter. As seen in Figure 1 below, the first rankings 
released had over 40% of hospitals receiving either a four or 
five-star rating. These initial ratings came from patient 
surveys gathered between July 1, 2013, and June 30, 2014. 
 

Many of the hospitals that received the five-star rating are 
smaller specialty hospitals that focus on elective surgeries. 
According to Modern Healthcare, more than 60 of the 250 
hospitals that received the five-star ratings are specialty 
facilities. It should be noted that historically these facilities 
have received higher patient review scores than general 
hospitals. This is partially due to the fact that these hospitals 
are able to have a narrow clinical focus and are designed to 

http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-Assessment-Instruments/HospitalQualityInits/HospitalCompare.html
http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20150418/MAGAZINE/304189969/hospitals-ponder-meaning-value-of-cms-new-star-ratings
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provide high quality care for specific services, as opposed to 
the wide range of services that general hospitals have to 
provide such as hectic emergency rooms and care for a 
diversity of illnesses, factors that make it more difficult for 
general hospitals to receive positive feedback on their 
patients’ experience.  
 

There has been mixed reaction among industry leaders thus 
far to the new star rating system. For example, Akin 
Demehin, senior associate director at the American Hospital 
Association (AHA) noted: “While star ratings can be an 
effective way to make quality information easier to 
understand, the devil is in the details. There’s a risk of 
oversimplifying the complexity of quality care or 
misinterpreting what is important to a particular patient, 
especially since patients seek care for many different 
reasons.” 
 

For now, hospitals are valuing their ratings but also taking 
them with a grain of salt. With a high star rating, a 
prospective patient can enjoy a sense of reassurance that 
they will receive valuable care from a highly-rated hospital. 
Conversely, hospitals fear that if they receive a lower rating 
than their peers it may not be an accurate reflection of the 
hospital’s quality as the star rating is solely based on the 
patient reviews.  
 

 
The current star rating system is a good starting point to 
allow patients to compare hospitals, but it may not capture 
the overall value and quality of care because it only uses the 
patient experience survey. Hospitals would like additional 
elements of care CMS currently tracks included in the overall 
star rating of a facility. The measures they would like taken 
into account include the use of medical imaging, number of 
Medicare patients, readmissions rates, complication rates 
and death rates. CMS has noted it realizes that the rankings 
need to encompass more than just patient reviews, and 
wants to expand the ranking system to include star ratings 
on clinical outcomes and safety in the coming years. 
  

The Hospital Compare star rating system is not the first star 
rating system that has been established by CMS. CMS has 
other star rating systems in place to rate nursing homes, 
dialysis centers and private Medicare Advantage insurance 
plans. CMS’s five-star system for skilled nursing facilities 
began in December of 2008 to assist the public in identifying 
meaningful distinctions among skilled nursing providers. 

Similar to the current reaction to the Hospital Compare 
system, the merits of the skilled nursing five-star system 
were highly debated in its infancy. Despite those concerns, 
and after adjustments were made, the skilled nursing rating 
system is a frequently referenced metric in the industry 
seven years after its introduction. It should be noted, 
however, that unlike the Hospital Compare star rating that 
currently focuses on patient survey results, the Nursing 
Home Compare star rating is based on health surveys, 
staffing numbers and quality measures.   
 

The five-star rating system is a good resource for consumers 
to use when evaluating hospitals, but it does not mean that 
all will use it right away. It will take time for consumers to 
access and understand this information. It is too early to 
determine the degree to which patients have used the raw 
HCAHPS survey scores and quality measures that CMS tracks 
and publishes.  
 

Even if the new five-star rating system is not perfect, it is 
drawing attention to the patient’s perspective and 
enhancing the power of the patient to choose a hospital 
based on quality information. That, most would surely agree, 
is a positive step toward the universal goal of improving the 
patient experience and the overall quality of care. 
 
Elliot Kaple is an associate with Lancaster Pollard in 
Columbus. He may be reached at 
ekaple@lancasterpollard.com.

http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/quality/hospital-compare-launches-star-ratings-industry-leaders-react.html
mailto:ekaple@lancasterpollard.com
http://www.nwohiohfma.org/site/files/343/158847/522229/740065/From_Kitten_to_CAT.pdf
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Region 6 Regional Executive 
 

Hello fellow HFMA members from Michigan and Ohio! My name is Barb Shelley and I have the distinct pleasure of 
filling the role of the Regional Executive for our Region during the 2015-2016 year. As a Regional Executive, I serve as 
the liaison to National HFMA for our seven HFMA chapters in Michigan and Ohio. 
 

First, a big heartfelt thanks to our outgoing Regional Executive, Mary Whitbread from the Eastern Michigan Chapter.  
Mary has done a wonderful job with keeping all of us on task and also took on the certification process with other 
chapters around the nation and received a Yerger. She has been very helpful to me and is a great mentor. 
 

I would also like to introduce our incoming Regional Executive Elect, Dawn Balduf from the Northwest Ohio Chapter.  
Dawn is currently leading the regional webinar program and she will be the Regional Executive during the 2016-2017 
HFMA Year. 
 

Dawn, Mary, and I all had the pleasure of attending the recent chapter awards dinner at ANI and we are proud to say 
that the region was very successful this year and walking away with many many awards. 
 

Once again, ANI provided an excellent opportunity to learn from industry experts and it also provided the 
opportunity to network, meeting new people and connecting with friends. The days flew too quickly, but the 
experience was very rich. I encourage everyone to consider attending ANI in the future. 
The HFMA theme presented at ANI by chair Melinda S. Hancock is “Go Beyond”. She encourages healthcare finance 
professionals at all levels to “Go Beyond”. “We must be prepared to go beyond our current hospital –centric model 
and work with new partners.” 
 

This theme relates not just too healthcare professionals but in our own each personal lives to “Go Beyond” when you 
think you just can’t do anymore. We all can and need to reach deep down in our souls do that extra amount of 
whatever that may be, to “Go Beyond”! 
 

Knowledge is a key element to enable us as finance leaders to lead the needed change in healthcare today. HFMA is 
committed to providing the needed resources to expand our knowledge through educational opportunities available 
through chapter, regional and national venues. Please take advantage of these opportunities as often as possible. 
Enjoy what your heart leads you to do! 
 
Barbara A. Shelley – Regional Executive – Region 6 

 
About Barb: 
I joined HFMA because:  
I wanted to network and stay on top of the ever 
changes in the industry. 
First involvement as a volunteer:  
I volunteered to work on the newsletter committee. 
Favorite HFMA memory:  
Being President of the chapter three years in a row. 
Job Title:  
Director of Reimbursement at North Ottawa 
Community Hospital 
Responsible for:  
Monthly Contractual, contracting and cost reports.  
I’ve been the healthcare industry for over 30 years. 
My very first job was:  
In high school – delivering newspapers 
Benefits of my HFMA involvement:  
Wonderful friends and knowledge of sharing. 
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High Deductible Health Plans: Increasing in Popularity  
with Consumers and What That Means for Hospitals 

 
To date, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has resulted in an 
estimated 32 million newly-insured Americans since 
2010; nearly one-third of which purchased coverage 
through exchanges. On the surface, it appears that this 
would be nothing but positive news for health care 
providers, as their ability to collect for billed services 
should be enhanced with more insured consumers 
seeking care. However, taking a closer look at the plans 
the newly insured are choosing reveals a growing issue in 
collections for providers: the increasing popularity of 
high deductible health plans (HDHPs).  
 

Users of the insurance exchanges and corporate 
consumers of health insurance are starting to shift their 
health plan choices toward higher deductible options. 
The tiered structure of offerings on the exchanges allows 
consumers to choose their plans based on cost. This is 
leading to an increase in popularity for HDHPs which 
typically include lower upfront premiums but higher total 
costs for many services. The number of HDHP enrollees 
rose to nearly 17.4 million in January of 2014, up from 
15.5 million in 2013, 13.5 million in 2012 and 11.4 million 
in 2011; an average annual growth rate of approximately 
15% since 2011.1 As consumer preferences shift further 
towards these HDHP offerings, the need for hospitals to 
adapt their billing and collection strategy increases; 
otherwise bad debt and charity care could evaporate 
profits. 

                                                        
1. AHIP Center for Policy and Research, Annual Census 

Report, “January 2014 Census Shows 17.4 Million 
Enrollees in Health Savings Account—Eligible High 
Deductible Health Plans (HAS/HDHPs)”, July 2014.  

 
Coinciding with the increasing interest of HDHP among 
consumers, more employers are offering HDHPs, and in 
some cases offering only HDHPs, to help control costs. 
This trend is expected to continue as companies react to 
the new laws governing their benefits and try to find 
ways to manage the increased cost of expanded 
coverage while avoiding penalties such as the “Cadillac” 
tax. The result is increased financial burden for patients 
and changes in their ability to pay and their willingness 
to forgo treatments due to cost.  
 

Figure 1 demonstrates HDHP enrollment levels as a 
percentage of total enrollees, both on and off the 
exchanges. The data, collected by the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services and eHealth, Inc., captures 
both new and existing consumers of health care plans 
from the ACA open enrollment periods (Oct. 1, 2013 
through March 31, 2014, and Nov. 15, 2014 through  
Feb. 15, 2015). 
 

Silver, bronze and catastrophic plans contain deductibles 
that meet the IRS 2015 definition of HDHP. Of these new 
HDHP consumers, many are forgoing the typical 
mitigants for high deductibles such as health care savings 
accounts and flexible spending accounts. The consumers 
purchasing coverage on the exchanges are more likely to 
forgo savings accounts and in many cases are not even 
given the option. According to the National Center for 
Health Statistics, 36% of Americans under age 65 with 
private health plans are enrolled in an HDHP, and only 
one-third of those consumers are enrolled in plans linked 
to health savings accounts. With the out-of-pocket costs 
for patients increasing due to the popularity of HDHPs, 
and with so few purchasers taking advantage of savings 
plans, the risk of bad debts and charity care increases for 
health care providers. 
 

As consumers become responsible for a greater portion 
of their health care costs, hospitals will see their role as 
collection agent grow. The need for an effective billing 
and collections department will result in increased 
overhead and more expenses for providers. Patients who 
receive services may be unable or unwilling to pay their 
high deductibles, putting further pressure on hospitals 
due to lost revenue from bad debts and charity care. 
Some patients may even go as far as deferring or 
avoiding preventative care, prescription medications and 
other treatments due to costs, resulting in even more 
lost revenue for hospitals.  
 

Continued on page 12 
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How are Hospitals Coping? 
Hope for hospitals is not lost, however. There are still 
benefits to the increased number of insured consumers 
and the preference for HDHPs is only another challenge 
for the industry as the effects of the ACA settle in. Many 
hospitals and systems have already started to put in 
place new programs and processes to offset some of the 
effects of HDHPs. Point-of-service collections, requiring 
whole or partial payment at the time of the 
appointment, are becoming an increasingly popular way 
for hospitals to collect payments for procedures and 
visits. Some providers are offering medical bill financing 
services, either directly or through partnerships with 
third-party banks and lenders. These services allow 
consumers to make smaller payments over time to 
control the burden of upfront costs, often for negotiated 
total amounts with little to no interest.  
 

Most hospitals are placing an increased focus on their 
collections services by implementing new processes and 
programs to help improve billing and collections 
departments. Additionally, having discussions with the 
patient about costs throughout the entire treatment 
process is important. Many providers have found that 
focusing on communication and consumer education 
with regard to health care decisions, both treatments 
and coverage options, has created better results with 
both patient satisfaction and bill collection. In cases 
where costs to collect become too burdensome, there 
are an increasing number of outsourcing options that 
providers can consider.  
 

With risks on the horizon due to the growth in HDHPs, it 
is time to revisit charity plans and examine how bad 
debts are treated. Charity care plans will need to start 
incorporating patients that technically have health 
insurance but are currently unable to afford the full 
deductible to pay for their care. Communicating with 
patients from the beginning of treatment plans can lead 
to a mutual agreement about payment plans and 
increase the likelihood of whole or partial collections. 
The billing discussions can lead to better budgeting on a 
per-patient basis and a more accurate forecast of charity 
care and bad debts. Forecasting, budgeting and 
managing the collections could be improved through 
separating the HDHP accounts from other insured 
patient accounts.  
 

 
 

 
Guidelines should be established to determine how to 
set up payment plans, what incentives to offer, and how 
much of total cost could be forgiven. Identifying which 
patients qualify for income-based reductions, as well as 
those that would benefit from financing plans, can 
enhance efforts to recover outstanding billings. The 
more providers understand about their patient’s 
individual health care plans and financial situation early 
in the treatment cycle, the more accurately the provider 
can determine a collection plan and budget for discounts 
and assistance. Consideration should also be made to 
better define the distinction between charity care and 
bad debts. Providers will need to better understand and 
document what portions of outstanding statements are 
from HDHP patients, and when those amounts become 
bad debt and need to be written off. 
 

What Does this Mean for Financing? 
Because of the new challenges to revenue and 
collections in the health care space, lenders will become 
more focused on accounts receivable and census mix. 
Providers need to be aware of the shifting focus and 
make sure they are paying attention to those variables. 
Revenue management will be more closely tracked by 
ratings agencies, lenders and anyone looking at hospital 
credit. Historically, a lender’s focus on receivables has 
been on the aging schedule and net collections from the 
different payer sources. With the evolving landscape of 
insured private-pay patients, lenders will begin paying 
more attention to the charity care plans and analyzing 
bad debts. Being able to determine when a debt 
becomes uncollectable, distinguishing between the 
different types of payers and understanding the payment 
plan schedules will be an important conversation 
between lenders and providers.  
 

Clear, defined processes and strategies regarding billing 
and collections from private payers have become 
essential for those involved in health care financing. It is 
important for providers to be aware of the challenges 
brought on by changes in health care plan preferences 
and to start implementing strategies to combat those 
risks. 
 

Sources: Moody’s “Hospital Median Report”; Fitch 
Ratings “2014 Median Ratios”; Kaiser Family Foundation; 
America’s Health Insurance Plans, “2014 Census.” 
 

Kevin Oakley is an associate with Lancaster Pollard in 
Columbus. He may be reached at 
koakley@lancasterpollard.com.

 

 

mailto:koakley@lancasterpollard.com
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Want to help support the Northwest Ohio HFMA Chapter to continue to provide 
outstanding educational events? New Chapter Year has just begun and looking 
for your support. Click to access our Sponsorship Packet. 

Editorial Policy:  
THE EXAMINER is published four 
times per year. Our objectives are to 
provide members with information 
regarding chapter activities as well as 
ideas to help individuals in the 
performance of their job duties. Your 
chapter leadership strongly 
encourages the submission of 
material for publication. Articles 
should be typewritten. Letters should 
be legible and must be signed.  The 
editor reserves the right to edit 
material and accept or reject 
contributions whether solicited or 
not. Send all correspondence or 
materials for publication to: 
 

Amy Gill, Controller 
Mercy Health 
513-401-0612 
amgill@mercy.com 

 
*Opinions expressed in articles or 

features are those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of 
Healthcare Financial Management 

Association, Northwest Ohio Chapter  
or the editor. 

 

http://www.nwohiohfma.org/site/files/343/158847/522229/740067/Sponsorship_packet_2015-2016.pdf
mailto:agill@providencecenters.org

